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ARTI CLE I
RECOGNITION
A. The Board recognizes the Association as the exclusive representative for all professional
certificated personnel employed by the School District excepting and excluding the
following: .
.8.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
personnel employed in positions requiring an administrative-supervisory certificate;
itinerant substitute teachers;
home-bound teachers;
adult education teachers;
BOCES teachers;
non-certified civil service employees;
personnel employed less th~ three and one half (3 1/2) hours or less than three (3)
periods daily.
This contract does not apply to Teaching Assistants except as noted in Article
XXXI.
B. Contract substitutes shall be included in the represented group but only the provisions of
this agreement pertaining to:
1. sick leave during the contract period, non-cumulative (if a substitute teacher [regular
substitute] is hired to fill a leave for a unit member for a term of not less than one
semester nor more than two years and is subsequently hired as a probationary
appointee to fill the same vacated position, the regular substitute's sick leave days
which have been unused will be added to their current sick leave. In order to
accumulate such sick leave days service must be continuous for the same
certification area. Sick leave accumulated while on substitute duty may not be
transferred to subsequent substitute services);
salary;
Insurance; .
evaluation procedures;
grievance procedure; shall have application to said contract substitutes on a prorated
basis.
Board appointed contract substitutes and permanent part-time substitutes shall
receive seniority credit (when certified in the area of service) but not credit toward
tenure.
?
3.
4.
5.
6.
C. During the period of recognition hereunder or under any renewal of such recognition,
the Board agrees not to negotiate with any other organization representing or claiming to
represent employees within the negotiating unit represented by the Association.
ARTICLE II
RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION
A. In order to carry out its responsibilities for development and operation of programs
providing the best possible educational opportunity for the students of Penn Van Central
School District consistent with community resources, the Board retains and reserves unto
..,
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itself all powers, rights, authority, and duties and responsibilities conferred upon and
vested in the Board by law.
B. The exercise of the foregoing powers, rights and duties and responsibilities by the Board
and the adoption of policies, rules, regulations and practices in furtherance thereof shall be
the exclusi~e prerogative of the Board except as otherwise limited by express provision of
this Agreement (Ref. Article XXVII).
C. The Board cannot reduce, negotiate, or delegate its legal responsibilities, but it
recognizes the rights and responsibilities of the professional staff pursuant to the
provisions of the Public Employees Fair Employment Act.
ARTICLE III
NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES
-A. This agreement shall constitute the full and complete contract between both parties and
may be altered,. changed, added to, deleted from or modified only through the mutual
consent of the 'parties in a written and signed amendment to this Agreement.
B. On or before, but no later than February 1st of 2002, the parties will enter into good faith
negotiations for the new contract starting July 1, 2002. This expression of intent shall not
be construed as depriving either party of its statutory rights and is made with the
understanding that either party may take any action and/or exercise any of its rights under
the Civil Service Law including a request that the State Public Employment Relations'
Board assist the parties to reach agreement. Such mediation and fact-finding will be
governed by the provisions of Section 209 of the Civil Service Law.
C. This contract is negotiated for a period of three years.
D. Neither party in any negotiations shall have the control over the selection of the
representatives of the other party. Each party may select its representatives from within or
outside the School District. While no final agreement shall be executed without
ratification by the Association .and the Board, the parties mutually pledge that their
representatives will be clothed with all necessary power and authority to make proposals,
consider proposals and reach compromises in the course of negotiations.
E. Whenever members of the Association's negotiating unit are scheduled by mutual
agreement to participate during working hours in negotiations, the Association agrees to
pay Jbe substitutes.
Negotiators shall suffer no loss in payor leave time.
F. Copies of this Agreement shall be printed at shared expense and a copy given to each
unit member. Additional copies shall be printed and made available on request.
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'. activity advising
* student supervision
* grade level planning
. curriculum writing
* counseling students
* program articulation
* buddy system
ARTI CLE IV
HOURS AND WORK LOAD
A. Unit members will receive a thirty (30) minute duty free lunch period.
B. No unit member shall be required to teach or supervise a class or classes of a unit member
who is absent except in case of an emergency.
C. Teacher aides will not be used as substitutes for unit members who are absent except in
case of an emergency.
D. The PYT A President will be consulted in creating the school calendar including
vacation periods and holidays. The parties agree that the work year will not exceed 186
teacher work days, of which up to 183 at the District's discretion may be student contact
(instructional) days. .
E. Provisions shall be made for an appropriate "break". opportunity for unit members who
have continuous responsibilities for children in a self-contained classroom situation
(PreK-5). Physical Education, art and music classes shall be considered such a "break"
opportunity .
. Break definition: When a unit member in a self-contained classroom is responsibl~
for students for longer than a three (3) hour period, said unit member shall be provided
with a ten (10) minute "break" to take care of personal needs without having to leave a
class unattended.
F. Unit members will have at least one (1) preparation period per instructional day. Such
preparation period shall be the same length as a normal scheduled period (6th grade
planning period will conform to the Middle School schedule). The preparation period for
the elementary building will be 45 minutes. No unit member shall be required to plan for
student activities held during the preparation period. This preparation period shall be in
addition to a duty free lunch period to occur during the applicable stUdent lunch period.
The work day shall be 7 1/2 hours.
G. Grade Six Teaching Load - Grade Six unit members are scheduled according to N-6
Certification for a normal teaching load.
Also, sixth grade unit members are assigned one team planning period and 'one personal
planning period. It is agreed that any remaining period assignments will consist of other
job related duties including, but not limited to:
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H. Grade 7-12 Teaching Load
Based upon an eight (8) period school day at the Academy and a nine (9) period day at the
Middle School, unit members in grades seven (7) through twelve (12) normally shall be
assigned five (5) instructional periods unless limited by building and/or scheduling
constraints. Unit members in grades seven (7) and eight (8) are assigned one team plan
period, one personal planning period and one supervisory period per day. An assigned
team planning period per day is equal to one assigned instructional period per day. In
keeping with Instructional Improvement and the Compact, school administrators and \.mit
members are encouraged to create and design innovative courses to maximize time and
personnel. If a sixth (6th) instructional period is assigned, it will be in lieu of the unit
member's normal supervisory period. Unit members who teach five (5) or fewer
instructional periods per day may be responsible for supervisory periods. It is agreed that
any unit member required to teach a sixth (6th) period will be granted two (2) plan
periods.
The district retains the right to assign unit members to other job relate.d duties including
teaching duties when necessary during times beyond one assigned personal and one
assigned team planning periods. Examples of job related duties for illustration purposes
are listed below: .
.
.
.
.
Additional team planning
Curriculum writing
Course challenge proposal
Counseling students
Diagnostic testing
Program articulation
Buddy system
.
.
.
1.
2.
If a unit member is needed to teach a sixth period, a volunteer will be sought.
If no unit member volunteers, the administration may assign a unit member from
within-the department.
The unit member may appeal to the Superintend~nt to review the assignment. The
Superintendent's decision shall be final.
The administration will attempt to rotate the assignments of a sixth course among
members of the department.
Assignments of a sixth class ~ll excuse the unit member from all full period,
including lunch duty, Supervisory assignments.
It is understood that the District shall not assign more than three (3) \.mitmembers
from a Grades 7-12 department, as an involuntary assignment, of ten (10) or less
staffmembers, nor more than four (4) unit-members from a department of more than
. (10) staff members to a sixth teaching assignment. Said unit members will not be
required to teach more than three (3) preparations.
Unit members who create innovative schedules (as approved 'by the school
administrator and the superintendent) to maximize student contact time may be
excused from the above constraints.
As long as the District utilizes the Middle School concept, sixth grade teachers shall
follow the same terms and conditions regarding workload and schedule as 7-8
teachers.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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ARTICLE V
UNIT MEMBER SCHEDULES
Unit members shall be given, in writing~ their tentative program, duties and extra
assignments outside of regular classroom work, by June 1. New unit members hired after June
1 will receive a similar statement upon appointment to their positions.
ARTI CLE VI
SUPERVISION AND OBSERVATION OF UNIT MEMBERS
(Revisions Effective April 4, 2000)
Supervision and observation of unit members is not intended to be a punitive program in
the Penn Yan Central School District. Rather, the program exists to ensure the quality of
teaching and learning expected in the Penn Van Schools, the Penn Van Community, the Finger
Lakes Region and in the State of New York.
A. SUPERVISION:
1. The term "supervision" includes all types of management and practical assistance
and all forms of Professional counsel provided to probationary and tenured W1it
members.
2. Supervision is intended to raise the level of educational quality in the district, as well
as to help assure the success in teaching of each member of the professional staff.
3. The process Provides for encouragement, sharing and recognition for exemplary
work as well as procedures for securing training, guidance and support for areas
needing improvement. Both the Association and the District agree that the primary
responsibility for initiating, planning and demonstrating teaching improvement rests
jointly with the unit member and the school administrator. The district's
responsibility is to provide the means to improvement.
4. The following individuals shall assume supervisory and observation and evaluation
roles: the Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, Building Principals, Assistant
Principals, Directors and other certified administrators designated by the
Superintendent to fill such a role.
5. All unit member responsibilities as described in the unit member's job description,
which is included in the Teacher Handbook, are 'included in the supervisory process.
Supervision may include, but is not limited to, classroom visits, grade
level/department meetings, team planning meetings, student and parent conferences.
B. OBSERVATION AND OBSERVATION REPORTS
1. The term "observation" means that part of the evaluation process in which an
observer is physically present during the observation.
2. All monitoring or observation of the work performance of unit members shall be
conducted openly with full knowledge of the unit member. The use of public
address, audio or other electronic or surveillance devices shall not be used for this
purpose except by prior mutual consent, in writing, of both the unit member and the
evaluator.
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'".). A minimum of two (2) classroom observations per year of each non-tenured unit
member shall occur. At least one observation shall be prior to the end of the first
semester.
4. A minimum of one observation for each tenured unit member shall occur every
other year.
5. Post Conference
a. Unsatisfactory Observation: A post-observation conference with the
Administrator/ observer and the unit member will be held following any
unsatisfactory observation. The conference will be held within ten (10) school
days following the observation unless other arrangements have been mutually
agreed to by the unit member and supervisor. There shall be a discussion
between the unit member and the observer relative to the observation.
The observer shall identify observed strengths and make concret~ suggestions
to improve observed weaknesses. The unit member observed will receive a
copy of the written documentation pertaining to the observation and the post
conference. The unit member shall be given .the opportunity to read the
observation/conference report and add desired comments within five (5)
school days of receipt of the written documentation. Both the observer and the
unit member will sign the documentation. The observation/ conference report
shall then be placed in the unit member's personnel file.
b. Satisfactory Observation: A unit member may request a post conference
following a satisfactory observation. The unit member has the privileges in
Letter "A" post conference following a satisfactory observation.
6. Reasonable requests for an additional observation based upon good cause being
shown, shall be granted to unit members who have received an unsatisfactory rating
on the previous observation or evaluation report.
7. All Observation Reports of a unit member shall be kept in the unit member's
personnel file in the District Office.
8. During the probationary period, the candidate for permanent appointment to the
professional staff has an obligation to demonstrate to supervisory and administrative
personnel that he/she is fully competent to teach and worthy of permanent
appointment to the professional staff. The school district also has an obligation to
provide supervisory assistance as the candidate requires and to point out weaknesses
. and suggest ways and means of improving his/her teaching.
9. Non-tenured unit members shall be notified of termination of employment by April
15. .
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ARTICLE VII
UNIT MEMBER PERSONNEL FILE
A. The official unit member personnel file shall be maintained at the District Office.
B. A unit member shall have the right to inspect materials in hislher personnel file with
exception of pre-hire materials.
c. Unit members shall be notified of material(s) to be added to their personnel files and shall
receive a copy of such material upon signing a receipt therefor. The unit member, under
normal circumstances, shall have ten (10) business days to respond to any such item in
writing. The response, if any, shall be filed with the entered items.
D. A unit member may request and receive copies of any file material ~ntered prior to the
effective date of this contract, at 5 cents per sheet, with. the exception of pr~-hire materials.
E. A unit member may assign the right of examination .to counsel 'on a grievance or other
litigation with written notification to the Superintendent of such a designation.
F. No materials from the teacher's portfolio will be entered in the personnel file without the
teacher's written permission.
ARTICLE VIII
UNIT MEMBER FACILmES
A. In each Penn Yan building, one (1) area appropriately furnished to be reserved for use as a
faculty lounge and one (1) area for faculty work room.
B. Adequate equipment, texts, materials, and supplies will be available in each school as
budget decisions provide.
c. . Equipment requested for use outside of school to be used during vacation periods requires
an equipment use request. Such request must be accompanied by a statement for
substantive educational purpose and must be approved by the school principal and the
Superintendent.
ARTI CLE IX
ASSOCIATION USE OF BUILDINGS. BULLETIN BOARDS. ETC.
A. The Association and its representatives shall have the right to use school buildings and
associated materials at reasonable hours for meetings. Any meeting that is held in the
evening and requires special custodial service may be subject to a reasonable, charge by
the Board.' The Association may be asked to reimburse the District for District supplies
used by the Association.
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B. Duly authorized representatives of the Association or its State and National affiliates shall
be permitted to transact official organization business on school property at all reasonable
times, provided that this shall not interfere with or interrupt normal school operation.
C. The Association shall have the right to post notices of its activities and matters of
Association concern on unit member bulletin boards. The Association may use the mail
service and unit member mail boxes for Association business. Announcement of
meetings may be made through regular school media.
ARTICLE X
IN-SERVICE EDUCATION
A. Each unit member will accrue one (1) credit hour for each two (2) days (7 - 7 1/2 hour
days) of in-service or fifteen (15) hours, whichever is less, provided prior approval is
granted by the Superintendent.
B. Credits earned through in-service shall be ~pplied to each un,itmembers salary in.the same
manner as salary credit is given for graduate hours. (Ex.: Accrual of two (2) days of in-
. service would give a unit member the equivalentof one hour of graduatecredit.) Earned
credit should be submitted each semester; however, payment is made twice each year.
Cut off dates for request for payment are October 1 and March 1.
C. Credit earned' under this article is not retroactive; hours for salary credit will begin
accumulating effective July 1, 1987.
D. If the unit member is compensated by the District for the in-service program, in-service
credit shall not be given.
ARTICLE XI
MILEAGE
A. Mileage will be paid to any unit member required to use their personal vehicle for travel
between schools within the District, and other District directed purposes; except for
mutually agreed upon programs.
B. Reimbursement for mileage p~d by the Board will be at the Federal IRS rate in effect on
date(s) of travel.
C. In order to receive mileage reimbursement for A and B above, a request for school car
. must be on record. Requestmust have been denied.
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ARTICLE XII
TEMPORARY LEAVES OF ABSENCE
A. VISITING DAY
1. The Administrative Staff encourages the' practice of unit members visiting other
classrooms to the extent that it may prove helpful in developing unit member
competencies otherwise improving the educational program. It is expected that
there will be a specific purpose for each visit. Experienced unit members will
consider it, a professional responsibility to pertlfit new unit members to visit their
classrooms.
2. While visits may be made within the same school building, within the District, or
outside the District, it is expected that most will be within the Penn Yan school
system. The initiative for planning a visit may be taken by the unit member or by
the building principal. The principal must approve aU requests for visits. Unit
member visits should be listed as such on building staff absence repo~. It IS the
responsibility of the unit member and the building Principal to ensure that each visit
is a meaningful and profitable experience. .
3. 'Each unit member may, upon request, be granted an out-of-district visiting day.
Out-of-district visits often provide experience and information which may be of
value to other members of the professional staff. For this reason, the principal will
require a written report from each unit member who visits out of the district within
five (5) school days after the visitation.
4. Visitation days shall not be charged as personal leave day(s).
B. CONFERENCES. INSTITUTES and WORKSHOP ATTENDANCE
1. The Board of Education and the Administrative Staff recommend and support the
attendance of professional personnel at conferences, institutes and workshops for the
purpose of improving instruction and acquiring information about trends in
education.
2. Conference attendance by unit members shall be determined by a plan to be
mutually developed by a committee of the Teachers' Association and the
Superintendent providing for (1) an equitable number of approved conference
attendance days each year for unit members in grades K-6 and unit members serving
in grades 7-12 and (2) unit member participation in selection of conference
participants. A brief report shall be submitted to the administration within ten (10)
working days after the conference. This requirement shall be waived when the
teacher attends a conference at the direction of the administration.
'".J. Allowances for conference expenses will be established for itemized approved
expenses not to exceed the rates as shown. The cost of transportation and
registration is jncluded in the allowances and subject to the total appropriation for
conference attendance established annually by the Board of Education. It is
understood that the Superintendent may exceed the allowances at his/her discretion.
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Mileage for transportation will be paid only when members drive their own personal
vehicle and guidelines under Article XI, A,B,C, are followed. This will be paid over
and above the maximum allowance dollar limit set below. Mileage will be paid at
the current IRS rate.
Reimbursement of conference expenses will be made within one pay period after all
receipts have been turned in. .
Davs
1 day
2 days
3 days
Maximum Allowance for Length of Contract
$ 126
$ 177
$ 223
4. Attendance at any conference, institute or workshop will not be charged as personal
leave days.
C. BEREAVEMENT
Absence of three (3) days (which shall not be charged as personal leave days) will be
granted for each death in the immediate family (own grandparents, father, mother, sister,
brother, wife, husband, child, mother-in-law, father-in-law and immediate relative of
spouse). On special request to the Superintendent, additional days may be taken from
accumulated sick leave.
Upon special request to the Superintendent, the provisions of this section of the
Agreement may apply for deaths of individuals not defined as immediate family above.
This provision shall not be subject to the grievance and arbitration procedure.
D. ruR Y DUTY
A unit member shall incur no loss of pay nor shall he/she be charged for personal leave for
serving upon a jury. A unit member serving on a jury who is excused during the school
day shall report back to hislher building principal. Compensation received for service on
a jury shall be turned over to the School District, but mileage checks may be retained by
the unit member.
E. PERSONAL BUSINESS DAYS
1. Each teacher is entitled to the following Personal Business Days:
1999-2000: Four (4) days of personal leave
2000-2001: Four (4) days of personal leave
2001-2002: Four (4) days of personal leave
. for the transaction of personal business that cannot be accomplished at times other
than during the working day.
2. The principal will receive written notification twenty-four hours in advance
whenever it is possible to do so. If the personal business leave days are not used by
the unit member during the school year, these days will be added to the unit
member's accumulated sick leave.
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ARTICLE XIII
EXTENDED LEAVI OF ABSENCE
A. The Board will grant tenured unit members, upon request, leave of absence for one (1)
year without pay for the purpose of accepting an elected position of the State and/or
National affiliate of the Penn Yan Teachers' Association.
B. Upon request one tenured unit member upon good cause being shown shall receive up to
one (1) year unpaid leave of absence, provided a qualified substitute is available.
Requests for leave must be filed April 1, for a fIrst semester start or by November I for a
second semester start.
C. All benefits to which a unit member is entitled at the time of hislher leave of absence will
be retained. These benefits includ~ also preserving the employee's status regarding tenure
and accumulated leave as applicable by' State statute and Education Department
.regulations.
D. The District Office must be notified by March 1st concerning the intentions of the unit
member to return the following year, and the unit member shall be so notified in writing at
the commencement of leave.
ARTICLE XIV
CHILD BEARING/ADOPIl ON - CHILD REARING LEAVE
A. A unit member who is pregnant/adopts a child may apply for a "Child Bearing Leave." A
written request for Child Bearing or Child Rearing Leave shall be submitted to the
Superintendent forty-five (45) days prior to the anticipated comrpencement of the leave.
In emergency situations, requests must be submitted as soon as possible. Requests for
Child Bearing and/or Child Rearing Leave shall include the following:
1. the type of leave requested;
2. the anticipated date of the birth/adoption of the child;
3. the anticipated date the unit member requests the leave to commence;
4. date unit member anticipates returning to active duty.
B. CHILD BEARlNG/ADOPTION LEAVE
1. Child Bearing Leave is limited to the period of physical disability for maternity
pmposes as certified by the personal physician of the unit member, subject to the
review of the supervising School Physician.
A person who adopts the child is not disabled. The adoption leave would commence
the day the child is brought into the home. Special circumstances will be
determined by the Superintendent.
2. If the unit member wishes to apply their accumulated sick leave to the period of
absence attributable to the pregnancy, delivery and recovery &om delivery, such
leave shall commence no earlier than the date certified in writing by their physician
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to the Superintendent that they are no longer physically capable of performing their
assigned duties.
This leave shall not continue beyond the date their physician certifies in WTitingto
the Superintendent that they are physically capable of reswning their assigned
duties. Both dates are subject to review by the School Physician.
3. If the unit member does not have sufficient sick leave to cover this entire period of
absence, they shall be granted an Unpaid leave of absence from the date of
exhaustion of their accumulated sick leave to the date when they become physically
able to resume their assigned duties as certified by their physician.
4. During the period of pregnancy, the Superintendent may require a monthly
confinnation from the unit member's physician that she is still able to carry on her
teaching d~ties, but a unit member shall not be required to commence leave before
requiredto do so by physicaldisability. ..
5. Leave consists of remainder of current school year (for mother: delivery/either
parent: adoption) in which delivery/adoption occurs + 1 year child rearing leave to I
unit member/parent of that infant! child; a maximum of two (2) years for one (1)
occurrence. Employee must notify district of intent to return on or before March 1.
6. In a second consecutive year occurrence, period of physical disability/adoption leave
equals a limit of total leave to sixty (60) days as provided by law.
7. Following the unit member's return to service for a period of one (1) school year,
full benefits as in Article XIV, B. 5, are available.
C. CHILD REARING LEAVE
1. Child Rearing Leave will be an unpaid leave for a period not exceeding two (2)
years plus the balance of the current year.
2. Any unit member on a Child Rearing Leave of absence who wishes to terminate
such leave in advance of the date specified in the Board approval must notify the
Superintendent of Schools, in writing, at least forty-five (45) days in advance. Such
unit member shall be given priority consideration for reinstatement to any openings
which exist at that time, for which that unit member is certified.
3.' . The time period SPent on this unpaid leave of absence shall not be credited for
atlvancement on the salary schedule nor toward completion of the probationary
period.
4. Except as permitted by Paragraph C.5' of this article, no professional staff member
who has been granted such leave shall accept any other employment during the term
of the leave.. No sick leave benefits will be paid while a unit member is on this
unpaid leave.
5. A unit member on Child Rearing Leave of absence shall not be denied the
opportunity to substitute or perfonn other services to the District solely by reason of
the fact that the unit member is on such leave of absence.
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ARTICLE XV
SICK LEAVE
A. Official records of each employee's sick leave accumulation will be kept in the District
Office. The District Office shall notify each unit member as to the status of their sick
leave once each year.
B. Prior to returning to work, any employee absent from work for an extended period of
time, twenty-one (21) or more school days, must submit a report from hislher physician to
the Superintendent of Schools as to the overall health status of the employee.
C. It is expected that any unit member planning to take advantage of sick leave will notify
hislher principal at such time as is pres9ribed in hislher building handbook, if at all
possible. .
D. The Superintendent of Schools may demand a. doctor's certificate or other Sl;lch
,documentation ofillness in mstances where there is reasonable evidence of abuse of sick
leave. The cost of documentation will be borne by the District.
E. Absence due to a directive' of the school physician may not be charged to sick leave where
(a) that person is not ill and (b) the directive is in regard to a general health problem, and
the unit member shall receive hislher regular salary.
F. The school physician is given the power of consultation with any physician of any
.employee who refusesto be examined by the schoolphysician and elects to go to hislher
own physician for examination. If an employee elects to go to hislher own doctor instead
of the school physician, he/she must pay the fee himselflherself. If the school physician
refers himlher to a specialist, the School District must pay the specialist's fee and the
substitute's fee.
G. In the event a School District employee becomes disabled due to a work-connected injury,
he/she may continue to receive hislher full salary to the extent of hislher current and
accumulated sick leave (wage continuance). It is understood that such disabled employee
is to execute a receipt for wages received, and it is further understood that such leave of a
disabled employee is to be charged against hislher current and accumulated sick leave.
The School District is entitled to partial reimbursement for wages paid to such disabled
employee from the school's workers' compensation insurance carrier. Any award made
for a pennanent disability for permanent partial disability shall belong to the disabled
employee, and the School District shall have no claim.on such an award, and shall remit to
'the employee any compensation payments it has received which constitute part of the
award for permanent disability or permanent partial disability.
H. Each professional employee will be granted twelve (12) days of sick leave in each school
year with full pay. A maximum of: 12 sick days and 4 personal days in each year of the
contract may be accumulated to two hundred (200) days in the current school year. Up to
six days per year may be used for illness in the immediate family (defined as spouse
and/or children and/or parents).
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I. In the event of a long term illness, a unit member may request an extended sick leave
without pay for a maximum 'of one year.
1. Unit members who have accwnulated the maximum of 200 days during the three (3) years
of this contract, shall be paid for up to a maximum of: 16 days in 1999-2000; 16 days in
2000-2001 and 16 days in 2001-2002 of unused sick and personal leave at the end of each
school ye~. The rate of pay is $25 per day for the unused sick days over the 200
maximum accumulation allowed. No unit member may accumulate an excess beyond 200
days. Claim for payment not made by the unit member prior to June 30, each year shall
be forfeited. Request must be submitted on district claim form. Maximum payment
available is $400 per unit member in 1999-2000,2000-2001, and 2001-2002.
K. SICK LEAVE BANK
1. A sick leave bank will be established for use by unit members. The sick leave bank
is for the purpose of making additional sick leave available to unit employees who
are suffering from long-term illness or. injury, and who have' exhausted their
personal accwnulated sick leave. For the purposes of this provision, the definition
of "long-term serious illness or injury" shall include only those illnesses or injuries
which are unforeseen, long-term and/or catastrophic.
2. The following criteria will be applied to the use, installation and management of the
sick leave bank:
a. Unit member may elect to join the sick leave bank in September of any school
year by donating only two (2) of hislher accwnulated sick days to the bank.
b. Days donated by unit members are cwnulative trom year to year.
c. Reassessment of days shall only occur if the number of banked days fal1s to
twenty-five (25). If a member elects not to be reassessed he/she will no longer
be a member for the balance of that year, but may rejoin in a future year (see
letter "a" above).
d. The total number of days within the sick leave bank will not exceed two (2)'
times the number of unit members employed by the District.
e. The Superintendent will administer the sick leave bank.
Only bank members may draw trom the bank, and to.do so must:f.
g.
1. Have a docwnented, serious illness,
2. Have exhausted their own accumulated sick leave,
3. Apply to the Superintendent, in writing, within ten (10) working days
prior to use of the bank, when possible.
Bank members may draw a maximum of seventy-five days per year from the
bank.
h. The Superintendent of Schools shall inform the Association of the status of the
sick leave bank prior to October 15, of each year.
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ARTICLf XVI
LEAVI OF ABSENCE FOR EXTENDED STUDY
A. PURPOSE
This plan is to encourage and promote the personal and professional growth of the Penn
Yan Central School District's professional staff by granting a leave with pay for up to
and including one half year or full year period. The professional staff will participate in
activities that enhance individual growth to improve classroom instruction in the Penn
Yan Central School District.
B. APPLICATION
Long Term Leave: One Half Year/One Full Year
1. All regular employed members of the professional staff on tenure with at least five
(5) years service may make -application for a long term' leave of absence for
extended study. Henceforth, Leave of Absence for Extended Study shall be
indicated by Leave. .
2. Applications shall be submitted to a joint selection committee equally composed of
unit member representatives as appointed by the Association and representatives of
the District as appointed by the Superintendent. Only applications which receive a
majority vote of the foregoing committee will be recommended to the
superintendent by March 15 (for Fall semester) September 30 (for Spring semester)
before the semester for which leave is requested.
All applicants will be notified of the action of the joint selection committee within
one month after the application has been acted upon. In the case of denial, the
reason for the denial shall be made known in writing to the applicant.
"'IoJ. The committee's recommended leave is ratified by the Board of Education.
4. Each application must include a statement of the definite purpose(s) for which the .
Leave is requested, and the specific value to the unit member, to the students, and to
the school district.
5. The criteria for selection shall be ~e value of the project, program or travel to the
unit member's professional growth and to the students in the district.
6. IflX)'long term leave is approved the unit member may apply for short term leave.
. .
Short Term Leave: Up to One Half Year
1. In the event that the number of allowed long term leaves for a given academic year
are not filled, applications for short term leaves will be considered.
2. Application to and approval by the Superintendent.
"'IoJ. The approval by the superintendent shall be ratified by the Board of Education.
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4. Each application must include a statement of the definite purpose for which the
Leave is requested and the specific goals to be achieved.
5. The number and duration of short term leaves may total (as nearly as practicable) the
total not filled by long term leaves from the available total.
C. LEAVE
1. Leave may be granted for projects or program of up to and including one half year
or one (1) full year. Half-year leaves should be taken in the first semester, if at all
possible.
2. The number of long term Leaves in anyone academic year may total one full year
for every hundred professional staff members or majority part there of. The number
of Leaves granted annually may be adjusted upward at the Board of Educations'
discretion. '
3. Leave recipients shall receive their salary rate for period of leave up to and including
one half year. One half salary is paid for a full year L~ave. Payment shall be made
at the same intervals as the regular teaching staff.
.
.
4. Leave recipients will remain on tenure and shall be entitled to all the same salary
.increments, salary step, adjustments, and other benefits received by members of the
teaching staff for regular service in the system.
5. Acceptance of Leave shall not preclude the recipient's simultaneous acceptance of a
fellowship or grant from another source designed to implement the proposed
instructional project or academic program.
6. Credits accumulated during Leave shall be -acceptable for compensation under the
District salary schedule as determined in Section XXIII, C, 2-6.
Monetary adjustments for travel or research will be made by consultation between
the recipient and the Superintendent of Schools.
7. Recipients of a Leave must present to the Superintendent of Schools and/or the
Board of Education a comprehensive report of the completed project, travel or
studies within a reasonable time after returning to service in the system.
8. Recipients of a Leave will remain in the service of the District for a period of two
_ (2) years and shall, prior to leave, execute and deliver to the District a firm
understanding to so remain in the service of the District.
9. If the recipient of the Leave does not fulfill hislher required term of service to the
District, the recipient shall return a proportional part of hislher salary while on
Leave, except in case of a long-term disability or sickness which is then verified by
the school physician. This provision shall be a part of the undertaking described in
Paragraph 8 above.
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10. Unit members must notify the District in writing of their intent to return not later
than seventy-five (75) days prior to tennination of a one half year or full year Leave.
11. Each unit member granted this Leave will share his/her learning experience with
hislher department, grade level, and any other individual or group as requested by
the Superintendent.
ARTI CLE XVII
TRANSFERS AND ASSIGNMENTS
A. VOLUNTARY
1. When the Board of Education and the administration are informed about vacancies
occurring in the District, prompt effort should be made to notify the staff concerning
these vacancies so that they may submit applications. The staff will be notified prior
to public notification.
2. Unit members who desire a change in grade and/or subject assignment or who desire
to transfer to another building shall file a written statement of such desire with the
Superintendent. Such statement shall include the grade and/or subject to which the
unit member desires to be assigned, the school or schools to which he/she desires to
be transferred, in order of preference. These requests will be kept in an on-going
file. Absence of a written request indicates no interest in a transfer.
In the determination of requests for voluntary reassignment and/or transfer, the
wishes of the unit member will be considered to the extent that they do not conflict
with the instructional requirements and best interests of the school system. If more
than one unit member has applied for the same position, the unit member best
qualified for the position, in the opinion of the district administration and the Board,
shall be appointed.
B. INVOLUNTARY
Notice of involuntary transfers or reassignments shall be given to the unit member, insofar
. as practicable, by April 1. Unit members should be informed about the need for
involuntary transfers and an attempt should be made to secure volunteers to accept the
vacant position trom those meeting qualifications. Other vacancies in the school system
should be discussed with the unit member being considered for involuntary transfer as the
unit member may wish to request another assignment 'for which he/she may feel qualified.
An involuntary transfer or assignment will be made only after a meeting has been held
with the unit member and Superintendent or building principal involved. All other factors'
being equal, seniority shall prevail when an involuntary transfer or reassignment is made.
ARTICLE XVIII
PROMOTIONAL POLICY
A. Openings occurring within the Penn Yan Central School District for promotional
positions, excluding that of Superintendent, shall be made known to the professional staff.
Promotional positions shall be considered as including specialists, special project unit
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members and administrator-supervisory positions in line ~sitions below that of the
Superintendent of Schools. The filling of openings sh~ll include the following
procedures:
1. 'Such vacancies shall be adequately publicized which shall mean, as a minimum, that
a notice shall be given the staff, clearly setting forth a description for the position,
including the duties and salary.
? Such notice shall be given as far in advance as possible and precede public
notification.
.,
~. Unit members who desire to apply for such vacancies shall submit their applications
in writing to the Superintendent of Schools within the time limit specified in the
notice.
4. Such vacancies shall be filled on the basis of qualifications for the vacant post in the
opinion of the district administration and the Board.
ARTICLE XIX
EXTRA -CURRICULAR ACIIVmES
A. Supervision of buses for out-of-town games will be on a voluntary basis.
B. The Penn Van Teachers' Association will take no action to discourage unit members,
individually or collectively, from continuing their admirable practice of volunteering for
extra-curricular supervision.
c. In the provision of extra-curricular activities, the Board shall establish on an annual basis
a master list of such activities. Appointment to such supervisory advisorships as are listed
in this article below shall likewise be for the school year. Once these positions are
established by the Board of Education, the "posting" and "r~cruiting" procedures and
processes shall be by the administration as with other "teacher vacancies".
1. Building administrators shall meet with such advisors and annually review and/or
update job descriptions outlining expectations and activities for each listed position.
2. Unit members, once appointed by the Board of Education, shall neither resign nor be
terminated except on thirty (30) days written notice. Appointment shall be for one
(1) year only. The PYTA shall provide meaningful assistance to the administration
in securing appropriate staffing for vacancies.
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ACTIVITY AND EXTRA-CURRICULAR ROSTER AND WAGE SCALE
ACfIVfIY 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002
Academy cIub 736 765 796
Boys Athletics Club 736 765 796
Chaperons, Bus, Away 20 21 22
Color Guard PYA 1530 1590 1654
Color Guard Assistant 1 292 304 316
Drama Production OiL, per event 1232 1281 1332
Drama Club Advisor, PYA 736 765 796
Drama Club Advisor, PYMS 736 765 796
Eighth Grade Advisor 496 516 537
Freshman Class Ass't 1 249 259 269
Freshman Class, Ass't 2 249 259 269
Freshman Class, Chief 496 516 537
Future Business Leaders of America 852 886 921
Future Farmers 852 886 921
Girls Athletics Club 736 . 765 796
Inter. Club Inc. Exchange 736 765 796
Intramurals (All Schools) 249 259 269
Junior Class, Ass't 1 249 259 269
Junior Class, Ass't 2 249 259 269
Junior Class, Ass't 3 249 259 269
Junior Class, Chief 496 516 537
Media Production Club 736 765 796
Musical Production Ass't Director 438 455 473
National Honor, Ass't 372 387 402
National Honor, Chief 612 636 661
Newspaper, Per Issue (20) 64 67 70
Pep Club 249 259 269
Second Language Honor Society 372 387 402
Senior Class, Ass't 1 372 387 402
Senior Class, Ass't 2 372 387 402
Senior Class, Ass't 3 372 387 402
Senior Class, Ass't 4 372 387 402
Senior Class, Chief 736 765 796
Sophomore Class, Ass't 1 249 259 269
Sophomore Class, Ass't 2 249 259 269
Sophomore Class, Chief 496 516 537
Stage and Lighting Crew 1861 1935 2012
Student Council, PYMS 489 . 508 825
Student Council, Ass't - PYA 489 508 528
Student Council, Chief 736 765 796
Yearbook, Ass't 1 765 795 827
Yearbook, Ass't 2 765 795 827
Yearbook, Chief 1393 1448 1506(only ifnot an assigned teaching duty)
Yearbook, PYMS 372 387 402
Yorkers, PY A Inc. 1217 1265 1316
Oratory & Model UN
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~archinf?: B~d Chief:. is neither part of extrac~cular activities nor is it open for posting. A
stIpend of $.>,000, splIt equally between the strIngs and band directors, covers additional time
required of the Full Orchestra Directors. .
ARTICLE XX
INSURANCE
A. The District shall pay effective July 1, 1999 80% (effective July 1, 2000 and thereafter,
the District shall pay 850/0)of the health care insurance premium for single and family
coverage including the riders set forth in subsection C.
The insurance plan in this district shall be Blue Cross/Blue Shield (BC/BS), unless
changed by mutual agreement of the parties.
B. The Association may explore riders to the BCIBS plan and notify the district of riders to
be added for a following year. Such notification shall include the statement that over half
of the Association membership has consented to such riders. The District shall add such
riders at the unit member's expense.
C. Riders include: Preferred Blue Million, Prescription Drug, Student, and Out Patient.
D. The Association and Superintendent (or designee) may, during the life of this agreement,
"meet and study alternative health insurance plans, including riders for unit member(s)
single/ family coverage. It is understood that such plans may include participation in self-
funded plans or insurance plans other than BC/BS and that such planes) shall result in an
equal or better benefit coverage.
E. The Penn Van Central School District shall make available to unit members a BC/BS
flexible spending plan. This program shall be at no cost to the Penn Van Central School
District. Enrollment periods shall be subject to appropriate BC/BS regulation.
1. The Plan shall be at no cost to the Penn Yan Central School District. For purposes
of this agreement, a net cost exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000) will allow the
- District to seek discontinuance of the Plan. In order to facilitate a mutual
understanding of the District's economic exposure, all financial accounts for the Plan
will be made available to the Association at any time.
2. Enrollment periods shall" be subject to appropriate Blue Cross/Blue Shield
regulations.
. 3. . Participating unit members who contribute to the Flexible Spending Plan $1,000 or
less per year may submit medical or dental expenses to Blue Cross/Blue Shield, up
to their total contribution, at any time during that year. All participating unit
members who contribute more than $1,000 per year shall not submit to Blue
Cross/Blue Shield any medical or dental expenses which exceed the $1,000 amount
until adequate funds to cover these additional expenses have been collected from the
unit member through payroll deduction.
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4. The participating unit members shall reimburse the District for any monies advanced
on their behalf to cover non-reimbursed medical or dental expenses under the plan.
5. The Plan will run concurrent with the District's fiscal year. If at any time after the
implementation of the plan~ the Penn Yan Central School District determines that
the Blue Cross/Blue Shield Flexible Spending Plan is exceeding the cost parameters
as established in Section 1 of this agreement, and the Association agrees that those
parameters have been exceeded, the parties may elect to discontinue the Plan for the
following fiscal year and will not accept any new participants as of the date of the
mutual decision to discontinue. Should the application of the cost parameters be in
dispute, that dispute will be submitted immediately to expedited arbitration. The
decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding. Until such third party decision
is rendered, the Plan shall remain in effect. In any event, the District will continue
to sponsor the Plan for the remainder of the enrollment year.
6. Any unit member who wishes to enroll in the Plan must complete an enrollment
form in June of each year. '
7. The administrative fee shall be the responsibility of the participating unit member.
8. Any and all monies remaining in the fund at the end of any plan year shall be
equally divided by the number of unit ,members who have enrolled for the next plan
year. The resulting dollar amount shall be applied to the administrative fee
referenced in the preceding paragraph above for each of those unit members so
enrolled in the next plan year.
ARTICLE XXI
UNIT MEMBER - ADMINISTRATOR LIAISON
A. In formulating designs and plans for the construction of new school buildings and/or the
material alteration of existing school facilities, the Board, the Superintendent of the .
District and the architects will confer with representative unit members of those grade
levels and specialties to be effected thereby, and these recommendations and suggestions
will be considered in formulating such plans.
ARTI CLE XXII
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
A. DefInitions
1. Grievance is defined as any violation of this contract, and shall include specifically
the right to grieve the method of an evaluation or lack of support for any concl usion
reached in an evaluation. '
2. The filing of a grievance shall constitute an election or remedies prohibiting the
initiation of any other application for relief and/or interpretation including among
others, application to the N.Y.S. Department of Education or Human Rights
Commission or the commencement of an action. Similarly, an application for relief
and/or interpretation to such other agency or Court shall constitute an ejection of
remedies prohibiting the use of the grievance procedure. Any application
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discontinued no later than sixty (60) working days from when it was originally
instituted shall not constitute an election of remedies as herein provided, and in no
event shall two avenues of relief be pursued simultaneously.
3. "Supervisor" shall mean any principal or assistant principal or any other
administrative or supervisory officer responsible for the area in which an alleged
grievance arises, except for the chief executive officer.
4. The "chief executive officer" is the Superintendent of Schools.
5. "Association" shall mean the Penn Yan Teachers' Association.
6. "Aggrieved Party" shall mean the individual unit member-grievant or a group of W1it
members-grievan~ who is adversely affected or who has sustained injury or damage
as a result of the alleged grievance.
7. "Working Day(s)" shall mean any day on which the employee is normally required
to reportfor duty. .'
B. Policy and Submission Procedure
1. It is the purpose and policy of the parties to resolve problems at the lowest level of
management as early as possible in the grievance Procedure. Any party to a
grievance shall diligently introduce ail pertinent evidence at the earliest possible
stage.
C.
2. Submission of grievances shall be by the grieved party(ies) or the Association on
hislher/their behalf and shall state particularly the nature of the alleged grievance.
including among other things the time and place of the alleged grievance and the
names of the parties present, if applicable. The grievance shall be considered
waived unless the grievant files a grievance form within ten (10) calendar days of
the grieved occurrence and such form shall include the remedy sought at Stage One
of the grievance procedure.
3. Class action grievances will commence at Stage 2~ All time lines set forward at
subsection B, Policy and Submission Procedures are applicable.
Stages and Levels of Grievance Procedure
Before any grievance is reduced to writing, the grievant must attempt to resolve the matter
infOrmally by discussing it with hislher immediate supervisor. Such meeting is to take
place within five (5) work days. The supervisor will reduce his/her response to writing
within three (3) work days. If this decision is unacceptable, it must be reduced to writing
and submitted to the immediate supervisor within three (3) working days.
1. Stage One. The building principal or immediate supervisor shall respond in writing
within ten (10) working days to each written grievance filed. If the grievant is not
satisfied with the response, or if no response is received within ten (10) working
days after written submission, the grievant may, within ten (10) working days of
receipt of the response (or if no response within fifteen (15) working days of filing
of the alleged grievance) utilize Stage Two of the grievance procedure.
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') Stage Two. Upon timely written appeal by a grievant £rom Stage one to the chief
executive officer or his/her designee, the chief executive officer shall meet and
confer with the grievant about the ,grieved matter. The chief executive officer or
hislher designee shall then render to the grievant within five (5) working days a
decisio,n, in writing, about the grievance.
~
,). Stage Three - Arbitration
a. Should the grievant, and/or Association, if the Association is not the grievant
in the matter, find the decision at Stage Three -Board Level - unsatisfactory, it
shall so notify the Board, in writing, within ten (10) working days.
b. The Public Employment Relations Board shall designate an arbitrator in
accordance with its voluntary grievance arbitration rules of procedures.
c. The arbitrator shall be bound to correctly apply the law.
d. The arbitrator's award shall set forth findings of fact, reasons and ~onc1usions
of law, and shall be binding upon both parties. The arbitrator shall have no
poyverto alter the contract.
e. All costs for the services of the arbitrator shall be borne equally by the District
and the Association.
4. Miscellaneous. The Association shall have the right to be present and heard at all
stages of the grievance procedure, even where it is not acting as grievant.
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PENN YAN CENTRAl SCHOOL DISTRICT
GRIEVANCE FORM
To:
From:
Date submitted:
Nature of Grievance:
Section and Article Allegedly Violated:
Remedv Sought:
Signature Position
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Statement of Decision:
PositionSignature
Date:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This form should be completed in quadruplicate:
Copy J: to the.immediate supervisor
Copy 2: to be submitted to immediate supervisor and be returned to employee with statement of decision
Copy 3: to be retained by employee
Copy 4: for grievance Jile
Additional sheets may be attached, if needed.
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ARTICLE XXIII
SALARY
A. Starting Salary:
1999-2000
$29,682
2000-2001
$30,276
2001-2002
$30,881
Newly-employed teachers who are granted credit in the District's discretion for prior
experience will receive as base salary an amount equal to the average base salary of
current teachers who have the same number of years of accredited experience, based
upon the salaries provided on the payroll clerk's pay schedule.
B. Unit members shall be paid according to the following schedule. Unit members employed
less than 1.0 FTE Rer day shall be pro-rated accordingly.
1999-2000
3.95% on 1998-99base salary (exclusive of extracurricular, graduatehours and Masters
degree amo~nts)
2000-2001
3.95% on 1999-00base salary (exclusive of extracurricular, graduatehours and Masters
degree amounts)
2001-2002
4.00% on 2000-2001 base salary (exclusive of extracurricular, graduate hours and
Masters degree amounts)
The salary schedules created for each teacher,
.
mutually agreed upon and initialed by the
Interim Superintendent Goodrich on August 30, 1999 for the District and President Colvin'
on August 27, 1999 for the Association and further clarified by Memorandum dated
December 9, 1999 as signed by PresideI:1t Colvin on December 13, 1999 for the
distribution of the monies identified above during the three-year contract will apply.
Excellence in Teaching (EIT) monies are to be retained by the district for staff training.
Coaches and extracurricular stipends will increase by 3.95% during 1999-2000; 3.95%
dw'ing 2000-01 and 4% during 2001-02.
C. Graduate Hour Rate (not part of the base salary):
1.
..,
Shall be $30 per credit hour for all hours earned prior to June 30, 1989.
Shall be $33 per credit hour for all hours earned between July 1, 1989 and June 30,
1993.
Shall be $45 per credit hour for all hours earned between July 1, 1993 and June 30,
1994.
.,
-'.
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4. Shall be $55 per credit hour fo"rall hours earned after July 1, 1994.
5. Shall be $57 per credit hour for all hours 'earned after July 1, 1998.
6. Shall be $60 per credit hour for all hours earned after July 1, 1999.
Unit members \\i.hotake approved graduate courses will receive payment at rates as
sho~ for approved graduate credits submitted and approved for payment on or
after July 1, 1989. Such courses shall be submitted in blocks of six (6) hours. Said
graduate courses are to be' approved in advance by the Superintendent at hislher
discretion. It is understood that the same procedure may be utilized for permanently
certified' unit members seeking salary credit for undergraduate hours. Requests for
salary adjustments must be submitted to the District Office no later than October 1,
the first semester, and March 1, the second semester.
Effective July 1, 1999, the District shall pay for approved graduate hours in blocks
of one hour. Outstanding approved graduate hours which have not been submitted
for payment because they were not in a block of six (6) hours may be submitted for
payment. Payment shall be at the rate of $60.00 per hour effective July 1, 1999 or
upon submission for payment.
7. No Master's Degre~ $750 Differential shall be p~d to unit members commencing
their teaching duties after July 1, 1994. Master's Degree Differential paid to unit
members hired prior to July 1, 1994 is not included in base pay calculations.
D. Any merit increments granted prior to 1970-71 shall remain in effect perpetually.
E. Unit members may at the beginning of the school year elect to be paid either twenty-one
(21) or twenty-six (26) pay checks.
F. Unit members required by the District to participate in "orientation sessions" (defined as
parents of kindergarten children and the parents themselves, and/or on-staff unit members
who have been requested by the Superintendent of Schools to assist in new teacher
orientation or other specified staff members as requested by the Superintendent of
Schools) prior to official reopening of school, shall receive payment at the summer in-
service rate of pay. '
G. Unit members may participate ,in a tax sheltered annuity program. The Board of
Education shall administer this program. Representative organizations shall have the
approval of the Board of Education.
H. Unit members who are required to perform work (other than teaching) during the summer
shall,be paid $100 per day or $50 per half day effective July 1, 1999. A work day shall be
defmed as six hours including a one-half hour lunch.
ARTICLE XXIV
COUNSELORS
A. Counselor's salaries will be computed at 6% above their individual placement on the unit
members' salary schedule.
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B. Any counselor who is employed for ten (10) months may request to be employed for the
eleventh month. If the eleventh month is approved, the salary is one-tenth (1/10) of their
base pay, excluding the 6% differential.
C. An administrator may request a counselor who is employed in the district for ten months
to work on a per diem basis. The pay would be 1/20Othof their total annual salary.
D. Any counselor to. be employed during the summer must be infonned in writing by April
1st of that school year. The counselor must be infonned whether or not they will be
working the full month (20 days) or the exact number of days they will be employed.
E. Counselors are expected to perfonn additional services as required by their principals on
non-scheduled days and evenings during their school year which shall extend from the
fIrst normal work day in September to the last normal work day in June.
ARTICLE XXV
UNIT MEMBER. ASSOCIATION AND BOARD RIGHTS
A. The Board and Association shall take no action in violation of any provisions of this
Agreement.
B. The BQard and the Association will cooperate, insofar as possible, in the gathering and
sharing of relevant data connected with items under negotiation.
C. The Superintendent shall call regular meetings with the officers of the Association to
discuss ec;lucationalmatters and major changes in staff, services or programs and matters
relating to the implementation of this agreement.
D. Designated Association representatives shall be permitted to use a combined total of
seven (7) full days to attend conferences or to attend to local Association business
without loss of pay. The days may be taken in no less than one-half day segments. The
Penn Van Teachers' Association shall pay for the cost of a substitute teacher if one is
hired.
E. The Superintendent and the Association President shall schedule monthly meetings during
the school year to discuss items of mutual concern.
ARTICLE XXVI
COPIES OF BOARD POLICIES AND RULES
A. The Association will be provided with one (1) copy for each teachers area and one (1)
copy for the Association of the Board's Policies and Rules and Regulations, plus copies of
any changes in or amendments there to as soon as they are available. These copies will be
kept in the above designated locations.
B. Approved minutes of all Board Meetings shall be made available at each building and to
the President and Vice President of the Association as soon as typed and available for
distribution.
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ARTICLE XXVII
DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE OF TENURED UNIT MEMBERS
Section 1 .
It is understood and agreed that this Article shall apply only to unit members who are duly
tenured and employed in the District.
Section 2
Termination resulting from elimination of a tmit member position shall not be covered by this
Article.
Section 3 - Procedure
3.1 The procedures set out in Section 3020-a of the Education Law shall apply unless and
until the unit member chooses to use the regular grievance and arbitration procedure, as
set forth below. Additionally, the consent 0fthe District to this 0ption must be obtained if
the proposed penalty is discharge.
. .
3.2 Within ten (10) school days of receipt of a statement of charges relating to proposed
. discipline, the unit member shall notify the District, in writing, whetherhe/she desiresto
pursue one of the following procedures:
a. No hearing.
b. Panel hearing - Section 3020-a Education Law proceedings
c. Arbitration - pursuant to this Article
3.3 Failure of the unit member to notify the clerk of his/her desire to pursue either of the
above procedures shall be deemed a waiver of rights to pursue either procedure and to a
hearing or arbitration.
3.4 If the unit member waives his/her right to the procedures provided in this Agreement, the
Board of Education shall proceed within fifteen (15) days, by a majority vote of the Board
to determine the case and fix the measure of discipline.
3.5 It is tmderstood and agreed that once the unit member chooses one of the above
procedures, he/she shall be bound by the procedures chosen and shall not be permitted to
pursue more than one procedure.
3.6 If the unit member chooses to pursue the statutory procedure, all applicable provisions of
Section 3020-a shall apply.
3.7 If th'e arbitration procedure is chosen, the unit member may not be disciplined or
discharged, except for just cause. All costs for the services of the arbitrator under this
Article shall be borne by the District.
3.8 Selection of the arbitrator shall be by the mutual choice of the Association and the district.
In the event the parties are unable to agree upon an arbitrator, selection shall be made
pursuant to the procedures and rules of the American Arbitration Association.
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3.9 No financial penalties, including suspension without pay, except as provided by law, may
be imposed under this procedure until a detennination has been rendered by the arbitrator
or the 3020-a panel.
ARTICLE XXVIII
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
A. This Agreement shall supersede any rules, regulations or practices of the Board which
shall be contrary -to or inconsistent with its terms. The provisions of the agreement shall
be incorporated into and be considered part of the established policies of the Board.
B. Any individual arrangement, agreement or contract between the Board and an individual
unit member, heretofore executed, shall be subject to and consistent with the tenns and
conditions of this Agreement and any individual arrangement, agreement or contract
hereafter executed shall be expressly made subject to and consistent with the tenns of this
or subsequent agreementS to be executed by the parties. If an individual arrangement,
agreement or contract contains any language inconsist~nt with the Agreement,. this
Agreement, during its duration, shall be controlling.
C. If any provision of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement to any unit
member or group of unit members shall be found to be contrary to law, then such
provisions or application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting, except to the extent
permitted by law, but all other provisions or applications will continue in full force and
effect.
D. It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this Agreement requiring
legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment of law or by providing the
additional funds therefore,shall not become effective unit the appropriatebody has given
approval.
ARTICLE XXIX
REnREMENTINCE~
The Board of Education is offering the following plan to all regular teachers employed
as of July 1, 1999, in the Penn Yan Central School District.
The ingredients of the retirement incentive will not be precedent setting in any manner.
A. CRITERIA FOR RETIREMENT
1. Eligibility for undiminished retirement benefits nom the New York State Teacher's
Retirement System, at age fifty-five (55) or older, on or before June 30, current year.
? At least fifteen (15) years of continuous service in the Penn Van Central School
District immediately preceding retirement.
..,
.). Must retire on first eligible date as per letter E, number 2 this section.
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4. A unit member who was formerly eligible for the Retirement Incentive pursuant to a
former contract or contracts will not, under any circumstances, be eligible for the
Retirement Incentive in the 1999-2002 contract.
B. DEFINITION
Regular fuJI-time employees are defined as persons who at the time of electing to retire on
or before June 30, 2000/June 30, 2001/June 30, 2002, work on a full-time basis in their
positions and shall hold positions as tenured teachers.
C. PROCEDURES AND RETIREMENT DATE
A regular full-time unit member in the Penn Yan Central School District who retires and
who meets the eligibility requirements specified above shall be paid money according to
the amount in paragraph E.
Regular full-time unit members who desire to take advantage of the Retirement
Incentive must submit an irrevocable letter of resignation to the Superintendent of
Schools, no later than 3:00 p.m. on or before December 15, 1999, for retirement June
30, 2000; on or before December 15, 2000, for .retirement June 30, 2001; .on or before
December 15, 2001 for retirement June 30, 2002. The letter must be personally
delivered to the Office of the Superintendent of Schools during working hours, where it
will be received with the date and time of receipt recorded.
. Retirement date for eligible regular full-time unit members must be on or before June
30, 2000; June 30, 2001; June 30, 2002.
.
D. PAYMENT DATE
Total1ump sum payment, less withholding taxes, will be made according to the following
schedule:
1. Eligible unit member with retirement date on or before June 30; Payment on or
before October 30.
2. The unit member may elect for the District to retain retirement incentive funds due
the retiree. The District shall utilize these funds for insurance premiums until
exhausted.
E. CALCULATION OF PAYMENT
1. The following calculation will be made:
The unit member will receive the difference between his/her total salary as of June
30, the final year of service, and the base starting salary.
2. Eligibilitv:
Must take retirement incentive as soon as eligible for maximum 20+ years of
service. Staff age 55 with 15-19 years credit may delay until 20th year.
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ARTICLE XXX
CRITERIA AND STANDARDS FOR ESTABLISHING COACHING
CONTRACTS AND SALARIES
A. Coaching: Contracts
Coaching appointments for fall and winter sports shall be made and such coaches
notified in writing no later than July 15 of each year.
Coaching appointments for spring sports shall be made and such coaches so notified
in writing no later than December 1 of each year.
B. Coaching Salaries
1.
2.
SPORTS TYPE
A
B
C
D
E
1999-2000
$3,179
$2,600
$2,022
$1,733
$1,518
2000-2001
$3,303
$2,702
$2,102
$'1,801
$1,578
2001-2002
$3,435
. $2,811
$2, 186
$1,873
$1,641
Increment Raises
EXDerience Level
One to two years
Three to five years
Six to eight years
Nine to eleven years
Twelve years
$ Over Base
o
+104
+208
+311
+415
GrOUDA: Varsity Football, Varsity Basketball (B & G), Varsity Wrestling
GrouD B: Varsity Soccer, Varsity Volleyball, Varsity X-Country, Varsity Baseball, Varsity
Lacrosse, Varsity Track, Varsity Softball, IV. Basketball (B & G), IV. Wrestling, IV. Football
Assistants: Varsity Football, J.V. Football
GrouD C: J.V. Soccer (B & G), lV. Volleyball, J.V. Baseball, J.V. Softball, lV.
Lacrosse, Modified Football, Freshman Basketball (B), Varsity Fall/Winter Cheer-leading
Assistants: Track, Varsity Lacrosse, Assistant Varsity Boys' Lacrosse, Varsity Golf, Varsity
Tennis
GrOUDD: Modified Soccer (B & G), Modified X-Country, Modified Basketball, both 7th
& 8th grades (B & G), Modified Wrestling, Modified Lacrosse, Modified Girls' Lacrosse,
Modified Baseball, Modified Softball, Modified Track, Modified Volleyball, IV. Winter and
Fall Cheerleading, Modified Winter Cheerleading, Bowling, Varsity Tennis, Golf, Assistant
Modified FC>Qtball,Bowling
GrouD E: IV. Tennis
C. Evaluation of Coaches:
1. Director of Athletics will evaluate coaches based on the following criteria:
PYCSD Athletic Participation Philosophy Statement
PYCSD Guidelines for Coaches
Job Descriptions for Coaches
Evaluation Procedure for all Coaches
"''''
-
.).)
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ARfICLE XXXI
TEAOIING ASSISTANTS
Teacher assistants will be paid at a rate of 50% of the base salary of a unit member with
the same years of service.
Hours and Work Load
A. Teacher Assistants will receive a thirty (30) minute duty free lunch period.
B. The Teacher Assistant work day will be seven and one half (7 1/2) hours. The seven and
one half hours includes the paid thirty minute lunch period as set forth in A above.
Observation and Evaluation
A. The purpose of observation and evaluation is to assess Teacher Assistant competency, to
use such assessment to point out strengths and weaknesses observed, and to evaluate
effectiveness of individual Teacher Assistants and the instructional program.
B. The Teacher Assistant will be evaluated and obserVed at least one time during .the school
year. The evaluation shall include at least one classroom observation. If the Teacher
Assistant has any questions regarding the basis to the observation or evaluation, he/she
may initiate a meeting with hislher administrator to clarify questions. Reasonable requests
for an additional observation based upon good cause being shown shall be granted.
c. Within ten school days (10) following an observation, there shall be a discussion between
the Teacher Assistant and the observer relative to the observation. A written report shall
be made of the ob.servation. The observer shall make concrete suggestions, in writing; on
how to improve noted weaknesses, and the Teacher Assistant shall be given the
opportunity to read the observation report, add desired comments within five days of ,
receipt of the written documentation, sign and be given a copy. The observation report
shall then be placed in the Teacher Assistant's personnel file.
D. The observation will give an overall appraisal for the Teacher Assistant's work as
satisfactory or unsatisfactory.
E. An evaluation shall be based on observations and the Teacher Assistant job description.
The process of evaluation is applicable to tenured as well as probationary Teacher
Assistants. .
F. The. Teacher Assistant observation and evaluation reports shall be the responsibility of
those who assume supervisory and observation roles. Respective building administrators
and directors may confer prior to submission of the report to the staff members involved.
On the basis. of those classroom observations, the job description and other related
infonnation, the evaluator shall record comments and/or recommendations on the
evaluation form. The evaluation report shall be discussed with the Teacher Assistant upon
its completion. Unit members shall read the "Evaluation Report'" and be given the
opportunity to add desired comments within five days of the receipt of the written
documentation. The Evaluation Report, along with the supplemental comments, shall be
signed by both parties involved and a copy provided for the Teacher Assistant.
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G. The evaluation will give an overall appraisal for the Teacher Assistant's work as
satisfactory or unSatisfactory.
H. All evaluation reports of a Teacher Assistant shall be kept in the Teacher Assistant's
personnel file in the District Office.
During the probation period, the candidate for permanent appointment to the professional
staff has an obligation to demonstrate to supervisory and administrative personnel that
he/she is fully competent and worthy of permanent appointment to the professional staff.
The school district has an obligation to provide supervisory assistance as the candidate
requires and to point out weaknesses and suggest ways and means of improving hislher
performance.
I.
1. All monitoring of the work performance of Teacher Assistants shall be conducted openly
with full knowledg~ of the Teacher AssistC}I1t.The use of public address, audio or other
electronic or surveillance devices shall not be used for this purpose except by prior mutual
consent, in writing,of both the Teacher Assistantand the evaluator. .
. .
Articles as applied, by mutual agreement:
I. Recognition Teacher Assistants and certain articles apply
II. Rights and Responsibilities of the Board of Education
III. Negotiation Procedure
IV. Does not apply
V. Unit Member Schedules
VI. Supervision, Observation & Evaluation of Unit Members
VII. Unit Member Personnel File
VIII. U. M. Facilities
IX. Association Use of Bldg., etc.
X. Does not apply
XI. Mileage
XII. Temporary Leaves A, B, C, D, E. 3 Personal Business Days during the
three year contract July 1, 1999 to June 30, 2002.
Does not apply
ChiId Rearing Leave
Sick Leave
Does not app Iy
Does not apply
Does not apply
Does not apply
Insurance
U. M. - Adm. Liaison
Grievance
Letter G only
Does not apply
U. M., Assoc. & Board Rights
Copies of Board Policies & Rules
Discipline & Discharge, etc.
Miscellaneous
Does not apply
Does not apply
Teaching Assistants
Duration of Agreement
XIII.
XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVII.
XVIII.
XIX.
XX.
XXI.
XXII.
XXID.
.
XXIV.
XXV.
XXVI.
XXVII.
XXVIII.
XXIX.
XXX.
XXXI.
XXXII.
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. ARTICLE XXXII
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This agreement, except as otherwise provided, shall be effective as of July 1, 1999, and
shall continue in effect through June 30. 2002.
.
FOR THE AsSOCIATION: FOR THE DISTRICT:
~
Penn Yan Teachers'Association
~~l~
Super tendent of Schools
Dated: This ~ th day of April, 2000
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APPENDIX A
DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON
A. Positions are on an annual appointment basis, with the usual posting and application
procedure applicable.
B. The job description for the department chair is as follows:
1. Provides leadership and serves as a resource for department activities.
? Serves for one academic year and completes and submits End of Year Report.
Summer duties may include completion of End of Year Report and interviewing
department candidates.
..,
.J. Department size is determined by the number of teachers in that department's
content area per 6-12 or K-I2 departments.
4. Chair will be included in and provide input for department-related decisions and
activities, including schedule.
5. Chair submits goals for next year (reached by department consensus) and submits to
designated administrator with End of Year Report. Goals are reviewed at the first
department meeting of the next school year.
6. Plans, schedules, and leads departmental meetings each school year.
7. Sets department meeting agenda, records minutes, and distributes to department
members and administrators in a timely manner.
8. Monitors assessment instruments for a match between what's taught (curriculum)
and what's tested '(assessment). Assessments are to be submitted to administrators
for approval.
9. Collects and submits proposed department budget to the appropriate building
principal.
10. Maintains necessary department records.
11. Identifies department members' efforts toward professional growth.
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DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON SAlARY SCHEDULE
Department Chairs
Primary Coordinating Teacher
Intermediate Coordinating Teacher
Elementary Grade Chairs
Alternate Chairperson of the PYA
Subcommittee on Special
Education (LEA representative)
Existing Departments:
(2) Fine Arts: Music K-12; Art K-
12
(1) Library/Media K-12 .
(1) English/Language Arts 7-12
(1) Social Studies 7-12
Mathematics 7-12
Science 7-12
( 1) Second Language 7-12
(1) Health 8-12
1999- 2000
$ 173/teacher
$1.667
$1,667
$173/teacher
$ 173/teacher
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2000-2001
$179/teacher
$1.733
$1.733
$179/teacher
$179/teacher
2001-2002
$187/teacher
$1.803
$1,803
$187/teacher
$187/teacher
ApPENDIX B
Article VI, Supervision. Observation. and Evaluation of Unit Members
In regard to evaluation, the parties will establish a committee with equal representation from
each side to develop recommendations for consideration by the Board of Education and the
Penn Van Teachers' Association. If the recommendations are approved by both sides, the
evaluation procedure in the contract will be modified to comport with such recommendations.
. .
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S N NA
I. Introduction 0 0 O.
A. Purpose is clear 0 0 0
B. Lessonobjective(s)/standards 0 0 0
II. Presentingthe lesson 0 0 0
A. Instructionaldelivery 0 0 0
. Appropriate teacher/student interaction 0 0 0
is evident
. Active student involvement is apparent 0 0 0
. Curriculum/content knowledge is shown 0 0 0
. Learning is organized and guided toward 0 0 0
.thelearningo}Jjectiveand NYS standards
. Instruction includes appropriate literary 0 0 0
components:reading/writing/listening
. Instruction includes integration with other 0 0 0
curriculum areas or prior learning
PENN YAN CENTRAL SCHOOL DIS~ICT
Classroom Lesson Observation
Teacher: . Observation Date:
Administrator:
Request For Post Conference: Post Conference Date:
Overall Lesson Rating: _ Satisfactory _ Unsatisfactory
Rating Scale: S=Satisfactory N = Needs Improvement NA= Not Applicable
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. Attempts are made to connect lesson to. 0 0 0
the students' life and the real world
B. Classroommanagement 0 0 0
. Lesson environment is conductive to 0 0 0
student learning
. Positive reinforcement is used 0 0 0
C. Awarenessof studentdevelopment 0 0 0
. Instruction is grade-level appropriate 0 0 0
. Instruction is appropriate for student 0 0 0
readinessand classroomdiversity
D. Studentassessment 0 0 0
. Student progress is checked 0 0 0
. Decisions are made to reinforce concept 0 0 0
and/or proceedwith lesson
III. Closure 0 0 0
. Goal (objective)of lesson is reinforced 0 0 0
. Objectiveswere met 0 0 0
. Evidence: 0 0 0
Narrative comments/reflections:
Dated:
Teacher Signature
(signature acknowledges receipt of document only)
Dated:
Administrator Signature
Teacher response: (optional.attachas necessary)
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Ms. loAnn Colvin
President of the Penn Van Teachers' Association
c/o Penn Yan Central School District
One Main Street
Penn Van, NY 14527
Re: Letter of Understanding On The 6th
Teaching Assignment And The Mentor
Teacher Concept
Dear loAnn:
Prior to the adoption of a budget, the Superintendent will review the status of teachers
who are performing six teaching assignments. The Superintendent will upon such review and
prior to the adoption of a budget make recommendations on the matter to the Board of
Education.
The District shall annually advise the instructor who is teaching a sixth period
assignment and the Association President in writing if such sixth period assignment is being
performed on a voluntary or involuntary assigned basis. The District shall not use the sixth
period assignment as a method to reduce staff.
In regard to the Mentor Teacher concept, the parties will establish a committee with two
or three members from each side to develop recommendations for compensation and
consideration by the Board of Education and the Penn Yan Teachers' Association.
Sincerely,
Dr. Gene Spanneut
Superintendent of Schools
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Penn Yan Central School District
District Office
One School Drive
Penn Van, New York 14527-1099
Board of Education
Superintendent
Phone 315-536-3371Mrs. Gloria Carroll
SuperiDtendeDt of Schools Business Office
School Business Officer
Phone 315-536-3373
Memorandum of Agreement
This is an agreement, entered into this 9thday of November, 1998 by and between
the Penn Yan Teachers Association through its President, loAnn Colvin and the Penn
Yan Central School District through its Acting Superintendent Frederick Goodrich. The
foregoing agree as follows: '
I.' Effective commencing with ~e 1998-99 school year, full time equivalency (f..t.e.)
at the high school shall be calculated baSed upon the actual teaching periods per
day for the less than full time teacher divided by the normal number of teaching
periods per day for a full time teacher. For example, if the number of actual
teaching periods per day for a part time high school teacher is two and the 'normal
number of actual teaching periods per day for a fulltime ~gh school teacher in
1998-99 is five, the (t.e. is forty percent (2 periods dividedby 5 periods =40%)
~1~~~. '
2. Effective commencing with the 1998-99 school year, full time equivalency(f.t.e.)
at the elementary school shall be calculated based upon the normal contact time
with students per day for the less than full time teacher divided by the nonna!
contact time with students per day for a full time teacher., For example, if the
normal student contact time per day for a part time elementary teacher is three and
one quarter hours and the normal student contact time per day for a full time
elementary teacher in 1998-99 is five and one quarter hQurs,'the f t.e. is sixty two
percent (3.25 hours divided by 5.25 hours = 62%) for 1998-99.
3. Effective upon signing this memorandum of agreement, th~ Recomition clause at
7. Shall be modified to read: "persolU1elemployed less than three and one half (3
~) hours or less than three (3) periods daily". Thus, a teacher who teaches three
(3) periods a day at forty (40) minutes each period shall be included within the
bargaining unit.
4. B~ upon number 1, Mike Griffith's salary as a high school teacher who teaches
one period per day in 1998-99 shall be establishedat twenty percent of the step
one rate for a teacher with twenty percent compensation for his approved graduate
hours and Master's degree (if any). Mike Griffith's salary as a teacher assistant
for the duration of the day for 1998-99 shan be established at eighty percent of his
appropriate teacher assistant rate as calculated pursuant to Article XXXI,
Teaching Assistants, first paragraph.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
5. Based upon number 1, Anne Meyer-Wilber's salary as a high school teacher who
teaches three periods per day in 1998-99 shall be established at sixty percent of
. the step one rate for a teacher with sixtypercent compensation for herapproved
graduate hours and Master's degree (if any).
Fortbe
PeODYan Teachen' AssociatioD
For the
Penn Yan Central School District
fJ:;Ol~' ~
President
~... LJ..~
.Frederick Goodrich
Acting Superintendent
Dated: 11/1!9t Dated: J , - , - , i
FG/bb
Mc:manmdum of Agreanmt FTE
Office of the SuperiDtendent
PenD YaD Central School District
One School Drive
Pean Van, NY 14527
TO:
RE: 1 I Caltmdar
FROM:
.DATE: May S. 1998'
As pee your note of May 1, 1998) I am willing to agree that the two conference days.
scheduled before Labor Day in the 1998-99 calendar are set for this year due to the tate
date for Labor Day. We agree that decisions rcgardiDg the first day for staffwiU be
.
determined on a year to year basisr based on how the Labor Day holiday fa11swithin the
schedule.
Indicate your agreement with the amtents of this memorandum by adding your signature
as noted below. Please return a signed copy to my attention for our files.
If you have any questions or concerns, please give me a call. ~ JoAnn.
~i-.J ~.:~10 n Colvin., PYT A PRsident '-fA ILI~_ &., CJ, g'~
GCIbb
pyla calendar
Addendum
to the
CoUective Barpining Agreement
betweea the
Pena Yan Tea'chers' AssociatioD
aDd tile
PenD YaD Central School District
It is bereby agreed that an addendum to the Collective Bargaining Agreement between
Superintendent of Schools and Penn Yan Teachers' 'A.sso~on dated July. I, 1997
through June 30" 1999 be approved as follows:
.
Fun Orchcstn Direc:tons): is neither part of extracurric:u1ar'activities nor is it open for
posting. A stipend of $3"000,, split equally betWeen the mings and band directors" covers
additional time required of the Full'Orchestra Directors.
This wording will be included within the contract language under Article XIX.
Extr3Cunicular Activities - Activity Roster and Wage Scale" Marching B~ p. 17
For the Penn Yan Teachers' Association For the Penn Yan Central School District
(bL f2~...~J . Col~ PresIdent
I
~'a..~ ~ ~
oria Carroll, Superintendent.
Dated: I D If <-f / "f
I I
Dated: 141;17/~P
Ibab/addendum - orchestra
